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totò

dimensions
L. 14 x P. 25 x H. 33 cm 
(5.51 x 9.84 x 13 inches)
weight
1.6Kg (35.27 lbs)
light
LED
ceramic
opaque 

white /Cod. Toto01W

red /Cod. Toto02R

green /Cod. Toto03G

black /Cod. Toto04B

totò

“The dreaming dog, born to keep you company.”

Inspired by the French Bouledogue, Totò is docile 
and reliable, a perfect company for you and your family.

With his bright look and the typical body structure of the 
molossus dog, he merges a royal aspect and a nice attitude. 
Totò stands out for his nobility and untamed heart.

Vión Design put all his beauty in the ceramic, 
fully replicating his energy and emotionality through 
the characteristic beam of light which characterizes 
its products.

LED lamp, 100% Handmade in Italy.
Hand worked ceramic in accordance 
with the Italian tradition.

         



Special Edition
Special Edition

gold /Cod. Toto05Gold
real gold 24 ct, hand painted gold.

platinum /Cod. Toto06Plat 
real gold, hand painted platinum Retail Price (Euro) € 590,00  (Gold / Platinum)         



yorick

dimensions
L. 13 x P. 20 x H. 15 cm
(5.11 x 7.87 x 5.91 inches) 
weight
1.0 Kg (2.2 lbs)
light
LED
ceramic 
opaque  

yorick

“To be or not to be, that is the question. Light or darkness?”

Hamletish Yorick shows we are made of light under 
any circumstance, able to reflect and give answers, 
but mostly to question ourselves.

Two parts becoming one.

Light is the soul of our body. 
Here, the light meets the beauty of ceramic.

LED lamp, 100% Handmade in Italy.
Hand worked ceramic in accordance 
with the Italian tradition.

white /Cod. Yoro01W

black /Cod. Yoro02B



Special Edition

swarovsky /Cod. Yoro05SWW

swarovsky /Cod. Yoro06SWB

gold 24 ct /Cod. Yoro03Gold
real gold 24 ct, hand painted gold.

platinum /Cod. Yoro04Plat 
real platinum, hand painted platinum.

Retail Price (Euro) € 490,00 (Gold / Platinum)
                           € 380,00 (Swarovski)         



brainstorm

 
“The power of an enlightening mind.”

Brainstorm shows how our glowing intellect comes 
from the merge of our rationality and creativity.

Emotions, memories, our dreams, they all shine light on us.

A light that spreads around thanks to the characteristic 
cut of the Vión Design products.

LED lamp, 100% Handmade in Italy.
Hand worked ceramic in accordance 
with the Italian tradition.

brainstorm

dimensions
L. 13 x P. 15 x H. 11 cm 
(5.11 x 5.91 x 4.33 inches)  
weight
1.0 Kg  (2.2 lbs)
light
LED 
ceramic 
opaque

white /Cod. Brai01W

black /Cod. Brai02B



Special Edition

dimensions
L. 13 x P. 15 x H. 11 cm 
(5.11 x 5.91 x 4.33 inches)  
weight
1.0 Kg  (2.2 lbs)
light
LED 
ceramic 
opaque

Lucid (mother of pearl)
/Cod. Brai01W Retail Price (Euro)  € 290,00



dolly

dimensions
L. 40 x P. 17 x H. 37 cm
(15.75 x 6.69 x 14.57 inches)
weight
2 Kg (4.4 lbs)
ceramic 
opaque
 

dolly

“The irreverent sheep, a reading mate.”

Bred since ancient times, the sheep has accompanied 
the mankind providing food during the various step 
of his development. 

In her womb, Dolly burdens the weight of knowledge.

Bookshelf, 100% Handmade in Italy.
Hand worked ceramic in accordance 
with the Italian tradition.

white /Cod. Dolo01W

black /Cod. Dolo02B



Special Edition

lucid white, red inside
/Cod. Dolo03W Retail Price (Euro)  € 280,00



ercole

“The extreme limit of the known world.”

The legendary pillars symbolizing the limits of knowledge.

Despite man’s fear for the unknown, instinct takes over pushing 
us to pursue the truth, allowing us to sometimes achieve 
what is thought impossible.

Great classics as modern fiction, the magazines we love the most, 
are well suited to be kept between the basis of two pillars.

Bookshelf, 100% Handmade in Italy.
Hand worked ceramic in accordance 
with the Italian tradition.

ercole
dimensions
L. 20 x P. 20 x H. 13 cm
(7.87 x 7.87 x 5.12 inches)
weight
1.0 Kg (2.2 lbs)
ceramic 
opaque

white /Cod. Erco01W

red /Cod. Erco02R

green /Cod. Erco03G

black /Cod. Erco04B
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venere

white /Cod. Ven01W

dimensions
L. 15 x P. 15 x H. 33 cm
(5.91 x 5.91 x 12.99 
inches)
weight
2.0 Kg (4.4 lbs)
light
LED
ceramic
opaque

venere

“The goddess of love, beauty and fertility.”

These ideals have always inspired mankind. Venere has been 
portrayed in many artworks since early ancient times.

Vión Design wanted to pay her a tribute with a hand crafted 
lamp, made of ceramic, so that she could be part of our everyday 
life, inspiring us with her beauty and shiny essence.

LED lamp, 100% Handmade in Italy.
Hand worked ceramic in accordance 
with the Italian tradition.



Special Edition

venere

“The goddess of love, beauty and fertility.”

These ideals have always inspired mankind. Venere has been 
portrayed in many artworks since early ancient times.

Vión Design wanted to pay her a tribute with a hand crafted 
lamp, made of ceramic, so that she could be part of our everyday 
life, inspiring us with her beauty and shiny essence.

LED lamp, 100% Handmade in Italy.
Hand worked ceramic in accordance 
with the Italian tradition.

opaque white  - oro 24 ct /Cod. Ven02WO
real gold 24 kt, hand painted gold.

Special Edition



discobolo

“Style and athletics in one intense expression.”

The Discobolo, the historical statue which Myron carved in 455 BC 
for the city of Sparta, represents the early stage of the discus throwing, 
the moment the athlete gathers his forces before releasing his energy.

Vión Design interpreted his gesture as a two parts structure, 
which can be used both as a vase and a jewel case. 
The two parts can be joined or split in two trunks to be used separately.

Vase / Jewel case, 100% Handmade in Italy.
Hand worked ceramic in accordance 
with the Italian tradition.

discobolo

dimensions 
L. 26 x P. 19,5 x H. 37 cm
(10.24 x 7.68 x 14.57 inches)
weight
3.0 Kg (6.6 Ibs)
ceramic 
opaque
 

white /Cod. Disco01W



Special Edition

opaque white  - 24 ct real gold  /Cod. Disco02WO
real gold 24 kt, hand painted gold.



blown glass /Cod. Gigi01W

gigi

“A heart throbbing on its way to its beloved”.

The pigeon traveler is a variety of domestic pigeon derived from the eastern 
wild pigeon, genetically selected for its ability to find the way home from very 
high distances.

The pigeon traveler has an innate sense of orientation that allows him to return 
to his nest using the phenomenon of magnetoricezione.

Thanks to its ability to orientate and travel far in the past it was used to carry 
messages from one place to another and the term that indicated these messa-
ges is a colombigram.

LED lamp, 100% Handmade in Italy.
Hand worked blown glass 
in accordance with the Italian tradition
made in Murano (Venice).

gigi

dimension 
L. 40 x P. 14 x H. 24 cm 
(15.74 x 5.51 x 9.44 inches)
weight
1.0 Kg  (2.2 lbs)
frosted glass
heart in shiny red glass inside
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